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When Krang steals the Statue of Liberty, the turtles pursue the Foot Clan to the Technodrome, where
Shredder sends them through a time warp. The Turtles must fight Shredder's army in both the past
and the future in order to get home. This is in my opinion the greatest Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles
game ever made.

Me and my brothers always played this game all the time.

This game is a great game for the Super Nintendo.

One of the games that made it worth to own a Super Nintendo.

The game play is excellent and the game allows a lot of replay value.

The Music is very catching.

The story is great. When the Shredder begins to start a evil plan to control time, Leonardo,
Michaelangelo, Raphael and Donatello have got to story the Shredder.

My favorite line in the game is when a turtle gets hurt and goes "Ow, my toe, my toe".

The graphic are very good for a super Nintendo.

Controls in the game are very good.

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles Turtles in Time is a classic.

Overall, if you're looking for a classic and if you're a huge Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles fan then this
game is for you.

I give Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles 10 out of 10.

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles rocks! This game is SPECTACULAR for many many reasons such as the
massive number of enemies to whallop and excellent bosses with a practically unrivaled character
selection (c'mon, who can beat four giant mutant ninja turtles?), but the winning factor for me must
be the quotability. Think about all the things they say in the game that you repeat over and over
again, even after you stop playing.

E.g. "Pizza time!", "Ohh, shellshock!", "Big Apple, 3 a.m.", "My toe, my toe!", and others. Great
quotability makes this game most excellent. Basically, even if you don't enjoy kicking foot soldier
asses and throwing them at Shredder, or even fighting with DINOSAURS (isn't that awesome?), you
can still enjoy yourself by quoting it over and over again with your friends and then laughing about it
uproariously. 7cb1d79195 
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